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Abstract

Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are host defense peptides produced by all multicellular
organisms, and can be used as alternative therapeutics in peptide-based drug discovery. In large
peptide discovery and validation pipelines, it is important to avoid time and resource sinks that
arise due to the necessity of experimentally validating a large number of peptides for toxicity.
Therefore, in silico methods the prediction of antimicrobial peptide toxicity can be applied in
advance to filter out any sequences that may be of toxic nature. While many machine learningbased approaches exist for predicting toxicity of proteins, it is often defined as a problem of
classifying venoms and toxins from proteins that are nonvenomous.
In my thesis I propose a new method called tAMPer that focuses on the classification of AMPs
that may or may not induce host toxicity based on their sequences. I have used deep learning
model ELMo as adapted by SeqVec to obtain vector embeddings for a dataset of synthetic and
natural AMPs that have been experimentally tested in vitro for their toxicity through hemolytic
and cytotoxicity assays. This is a balanced dataset that contains ~2600 sequences, split 80/20 into
train and test set. By utilizing the latent representation of the data by SeqVec, and by further
applying ensemble learning methods on these embeddings I have built a model that is capable of
predicting toxicity of antimicrobial peptides with a F1 score of 0.758 and accuracy of 0.811 on
the test set, and performing comparably better than state-of-the-art approaches both when trained
and tested on our dataset as well as on other methods’ respective train and test datasets.
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Lay Summary

Antibiotic resistance poses a global health concern that prompts scientific exploration of
alternative therapeutics. Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are produced by all multicellular
organisms and provide natural defense against pathogens. In order to avoid potential resource
and time sinks due to the necessity of screening many peptides for toxicity against host
organisms, it is important to use computational methods to prioritize and filter through large
amounts of AMPs for synthesis and testing. Although many approaches were developed in the
last decade to predict toxicity of proteins, the current state-of-the-art methods are outdated and
cannot predict AMP host toxicity. I describe in my thesis a robust and competitive approach that
uses machine learning algorithms to predict potential host toxicity of AMPs based on the peptide
sequences.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Clinical isolates of many pathogenic bacterial species have been able to develop
resistance to antibiotics discovered during the 1930s to 1960s, and this poses an imminent global
threat to human life [1, 2]. Deaths as a result of infections caused by antibiotic-resistant
organisms take the lives of more than 35,000 people in the U.S. each year, and it is estimated that
more than 2.8 million antibiotic-resistant infections occur in the U.S. each year [3]. For this
reason, scientists are turning their attention to alternative antimicrobial agents that provide
defense and induce lower or no resistance to pathogens.
In the constant struggle for survival of life on Earth, even the tiniest of organisms such as
bacteria or viruses undergo physical adaptations aimed at maintaining species survival.
Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), also called host defense peptides, are a class of oligopeptides
that are part of the innate immune systems across all life. In animals they are believed to serve as
the first line of defense, stopping infections before they cause any symptoms [4]. AMPs have a
range of properties that makes them a strong candidate for AMP based drug design. Due to their
short sequence and amino acid composition, it is easy to modify their structure, as well as make
novel synthetic peptides that have desirable properties by means of chemical synthesis. Although
the understanding of resistance mechanisms and degree of microbial resistance against AMPs is
still quite limited mainly because of a lack of extensive analysis and data, certain AMPs are
found to limit the evolution of resistance [5]. Additionally, the co-evolution of AMPs with their
host microbiomes in animals suggests that their induced resistance is to a lower degree than
conventional antibiotics [6]. As such, they present a strong case for being developed
commercially and joining a novel class of therapeutics as arsenal against pathogens, provided
thorough studying and testing upon them.
1

1.1

AMP activity
Antimicrobial peptides are short, typically in the range of 10-50 amino acid residues

long. They usually display a positive charge between +2 and +11 and are amphipathic, meaning
they are comprised of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts. Many AMPs display direct
antimicrobial activity due to disruption of the physical integrity of the membrane or by
translocating across the membrane and inhibiting intracellular targets. It is thought that
differences in the composition of the microbial and mammalian membranes, mainly the contrast
between negatively charged bacterial membranes versus neutral mammalian cell membranes, as
well as the changes in lipid composition, are the cause for toxic selectivity of AMPs toward
microbial cells and what protects the host mammalian cells from similar interactions [7, 8].

Figure 1: Schematic high-level overview of direct interactions of AMPs with cells.
Electrostatic interactions between the negatively charged bacterial cell membranes and the cationic AMPs causes the
bacterial cell death, either through direct membrane rupture, or by membrane translocation and inhibition of
intracellular functions like protein and nucleic acid synthesis. Figure adapted from [9].
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AMPs have also been found to have other mechanisms of killing, e.g. they can modulate immune
response by attracting leucocytes and modulating host-cell response to Toll-like receptor (TLR)
ligands, or act as a proteolytic agent and stop protein and DNA synthesis [9].
In vitro trials are widely applied for analyzing the therapeutic potential of antimicrobial
peptides and their direct activity against pathogens. Typically, in these experiments the inhibitory
effect of culture growth for various pathogens is evaluated by measuring the Minimum
Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) and the Minimum Bactericidal Concentrations (MBC). MIC is
the lowest concentration of an antimicrobial agent that prevents the visible growth of bacteria,
and MBC is the lowest concentration of an antibacterial agent required to kill a bacterium over a
fixed period of time under certain conditions [10]. Ideally, the lower these values are, the more
efficient an antimicrobial agent is in inhibiting or killing the tested pathogens. The increasing
interest in studying AMPs has created resources of knowledge on naturally occurring or
synthetic AMPs that have been utilized in the development of various in silico methods for
distinguishing AMPs from non-AMPs [11-13]. Recognizing peptides that are potentially active
against pathogens is a key step in any pipeline aimed at discovering and designing AMPs for
immunity enhancing purposes.

1.2

AMP host toxicity
Optimal AMPs would be characterized both by high activity against pathogens and low

toxicity towards host cells. Many AMPs have been shown to be highly effective against
pathogens while simultaneously expressing hemolytic properties against red blood cells [14].
The hemolytic activity of AMPs is assessed in vitro by determining either the maximum
concentration of peptide that results in no hemolysis (also known as MHC), or the concentration
3

of peptide (μg/mL) required for 50% hemolysis (HC50) [14]. Similarly, CC50 for cytotoxicity
assays refers to the concentration of antimicrobial (μg/mL) that is required for the reduction of
cell viability by 50%.
The therapeutic index is used to characterize the efficacy of an antimicrobial peptide and
it is defined as the ratio MHC/MIC. It is desirable that the MIC is as low as possible, while the
MHC is as high as possible, which implies that the peptide is not hemolytic unless the
concentration is high, and is very active against bacteria in small concentrations. Therefore, to
achieve a high therapeutic index either the antimicrobial activity of the peptide should be
increased, or the hemolytic activity should be decreased while maintaining activity high, or a
combination of both [15].
The objective of my thesis is developing a robust in silico method for characterizing
antimicrobial peptides’ host toxicity, to enable cheaper and faster design optimization of AMPs
for therapeutic use.

1.3

Protein toxicity prediction
Protein toxicity prediction is typically treated as a binary classification problem, where

the positive set is composed of protein sequences that show toxic characteristics, and the
negative set is composed of protein sequences of non-toxic proteins. Supervised learning
approaches are employed for solving this task, with methods HemoPI [16] and ToxinPred [17]
using Support Vector Machine [18] and the method TOXIFY [19] using a GRU-based recurrent
network [20]. The choice of input representation also varies between these methods.
The most common representation of protein sequences is one-hot encoding, where each
residue in the sequence is represented by a binary vector of size equal to the vocabulary (e.g. 20
4

amino acids in the protein space) filled with zeros except for at the index of the current amino
acid residue. This creates a sparse matrix representation for each peptide sequence, with padded
zero-vectors added to sequences in order to fix an input shape for training.
The amino acid composition, !"#$(&), of amino acid & is defined as the percent
!

composition of amino acid & in a peptide: !"#$(&) = 100 "! , where ,# is the number of residues
of type & and - is the total number of residues in the peptide. These representations, as well as
the dipeptide composition, defined as the frequency of pairs of neighboring amino acid residues
in a peptide among all possible amino acid pairs (20 × 20 = 400), have been used in both
HemoPI and ToxinPred.
In contrast, TOXIFY uses the Atchley factors [21] for a per-amino-acid input
representation [19]. Atchley factors summarize amino acids by five highly interpretable
numerical values of amino acid attributes in the literature that reflect the physicochemical
properties of polarity, secondary structure, molecular volume, codon diversity and electrostatic
charge. Because the method admits sequences of length up to 500 residues, any sequence of
shorter length in the original method has been padded with zeros, so the per-sequence input is a
matrix 1 ∈ ℝ$×$&& .
Among these methods, HemoPI is the only one providing a model for classification of
peptides trained on a (small) dataset of sequences labelled into two classes based on
experimentally validated hemolytic potency values [22]. TOXIFY and ToxinPred focus on
binary classification of venomous proteins from nonvenomous ones, and they are both trained on
imbalanced data, with TOXIFY having a negative set of over six times bigger than the positive
set, and ToxinPred similarly having a negative set almost twice as big as the positive set (Table
1). Neither of these available methods are specialized for AMP host toxicity prediction, which
5

creates a gap in the literature for the task. Availability of such a tool would be useful in
designing better AMPs in silico.

Table 1: Comparison of current methods for protein toxicity prediction.
AMP or

Pos.

Neg.

Pub

Last

set

set

year

update

GRU-NN

5884

38616

2019

2019

[19]

AMP

SVM

442

370

2016

2016

[16]

VENOM

SVM

1784

3572

2013

2013

[17]

Model

Train

Server

TOXIFY

+

+

VENOM

HemoPI

-

+

ToxinPred

-

+

1.4

VENOM

Method

Ref.

Phylogeny-based prediction of host toxicity
While the literature hints at the application of machine learning based methods for the

AMP host toxicity prediction problem, it is important to evaluate whether the data space of this
problem contains inherent information in the sequence that may be easily detectable with
phylogeny-based approaches to AMP sequences. With a subset of the AMP data collected,
labelled, and used throughout this thesis, a phylogenetic tree was built using multiple sequence
alignment based on the MUSCLE algorithm [23], and the RAxML tool [24], a standard for
maximum-likelihood based phylogenetic inference. The resulting phylogeny suggests that this
data lacks an underlying similarity between the two categories of toxic and nontoxic labelled
AMP sequences, as toxic and nontoxic categories do not present a clear separation (Figure 2).
This encourages the exploration of more elaborate machine learning based classification
methods.

6

Figure 2: Phylogenetic tree for a subset of the AMP dataset used for analysis.
The data is labelled based on toxicity concentrations reported in the literature (described in 2.1). The phylogeny
contains 220 peptides labelled as toxic and 342 peptides labelled as nontoxic.

1.5

Inspiration for embeddings in sequence classification tasks
Input sequence representation based on one-hot encoding suffers from the additional

padding, and data sparsity. Also, both amino acid composition encodings described in Section
7

1.3 are very limited in their consideration of context of residue appearance in the peptide.
Considering physicochemical properties for input representation, while more holistic, does
require domain expertise, and makes the implicit assumption that the chosen features encode all
necessary information, which may not always be the case.
Embedding methods have been extensively used in Natural Language Processing (NLP),
making the training of large corpora of text a necessity for developing models that perform better
in prediction tasks related to language, like sentiment analysis, translation, Part-Of-Speech
tagging etc. [25, 26]. Many embedding methods have been adapted for protein prediction tasks,
and the latent representations have been shown to encode information that is relevant to
sequences and their biological functions [27]; such methods have been used under this premise
for solving a wide range of protein prediction tasks.
Using embeddings of the input sequences eliminates the need for domain expertise in
choosing sequence descriptors or features, enables transfer learning from large protein sequence
datasets, as well as creating an effective per sequence vector input representation that simplifies
downstream employment of classical machine learning algorithms. Embedding methods are
based on sequential or recurrent neural network models, and the next sub-sections detail some
necessary background for the topic.
1.5.1

Activation functions
Activation functions are nonlinear transformations of the weighted sum of inputs in the

network units, and the ones used in this model are ReLU, ReLU(8) = max(0, 8) and “sigmoid”,
'

=(8) = '() "# . Another activation function used in the LSTM unit is the tanh transformation

8

) # *) "#

function tanh(8) = ) # () "# . The graphical representations of these functions are given in Figure
3.

Figure 3: Various non-linear activation functions used in the sequential model.

1.5.2

Recurrent neural network (RNN)
The ability of RNNs [28] to process and model input of any length is the reason why their

usage is ubiquitous in sequence and time-series related tasks. Additionally, the model does not
increase in size with the size of its input – a property that is ideal for processing large datasets.
RNNs are capable of learning temporal dynamics, by mapping the input to a sequence of hidden
states, and mapping these states to outputs. Also, activations at a given hidden layer arrive both
from the external input, and from the hidden layer activations of the previous timestep. The
- %"&

recurrence can be expressed as ℎ+, = tanh B , C-%$ D. The parameter B , is the weight matrix
$"&

shared through time for a layer E [29], and F = 1 … H, where H is the timestep dimension.
On the other hand, RNNs suffer in practice from incapacity to hold long range
information, especially when the gap between the prediction and the necessary context become
9

too large. RNNs also suffer from exploding or vanishing gradients during training and
backpropagation through time in the computation graph [30]. GRU and LSTM were designed to
address these issues.
1.5.3

LSTM
The LSTM computes not only hidden values, but also memory cells. The retention of

long-range information is enabled via input, output, forget and update/memory gates. The
formulas of the update are below.
I+ = =(B. [ℎ+*' , K+ ] + N. )

(forget gate)

&+ = =(B# [ℎ+*' , K+ ] + N# )

(input gate)

Õ+ = tanh(B/ [ℎ+*' , K+ ] + N/ )

(new memory cell)

O+ = I+ ∗ O+*' + &+ ∗ Õ+

(final memory cell)

"+ = =(B0 [ℎ+*' , K+ ] + N0 )

(output gate)

ℎ+ = "+ ∗ tanh(O+ )

(hidden state computation)

Figure 4 visually represents the role of these gates.

Figure 4: Detailed internals of an LSTM cell.
! is the sigmoid activation, τ is the tanh activation function.
Image credits: Majid al-Dosari’s comment in [31].
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The forget gate decides what information to discard from the cell state based on previous
cell state ℎ+*' and current input K+ , by outputting a number between 0 and 1 for each number in
cell state O+*' , such that, 0 gets rid of the input (forgets), while 1 retains it. Next, the cell state is
computed. The sigmoid transformation for &+ decides the values to update. A new vector of
candidate values is computed in Õ+ . These are combined and summed with the product of the old
cell state to the output of the forget gate to compute the new cell state (final memory cell).
Finally, the output "+ is calculated as the product of a sigmoid transformation of the previous
hidden layer and this is used to compute the hidden state, as the product of the output ("+ ) and a
tanh transformation of the current cell state (O+ ) (hidden state computation) [29, 32].

1.6

Thesis objectives
The increasing interest in AMP based therapeutics and the lack of an effective in silico

approach for AMP host toxicity prediction have motivated the development of tAMPer, a
method that characterizes AMPs’ host toxicity. The method is robust, and performs better than
existing methods of protein toxicity classification. The following chapters describe how these
were achieved and benchmarked.

11

Chapter 2: Methods
tAMPer consists of an ensemble model trained on deep learning embedding
representations of an antimicrobial peptide dataset binarized based on thresholding upon the
hemolysis and cytotoxicity concentrations reported in the literature. Dataset collection and
curation, the models as well as the model evaluation setup are provided in the following sections.

2.1

Dataset collection and curation
The data was primarily collected from the Database of Antimicrobial Activity and

Structure of Peptides (DBAASP) v2.702 [33]. The database contains curated information about
antimicrobial peptides that are both synthesized and naturally occurring, and contain annotations
for activity against different bacterial species as well as for hemolytic and cytotoxic activities as
reported in the literature. Table 2 justifies the choice of dataset. While CAMP [34] also has
cytotoxicity information reported for some AMPs, the information therein is incomplete.
DBAASP is the largest resource for the hemolytic and cytotoxic activity of AMPs.
Table 2: Overview of different database sources for antimicrobial peptides.
Database

No of entries

Target object

+

Detailed
chemical
structure
+

Activity against
microbial/canc
er cell
+

Cytotoxicity
against healthy
cell
+

DBAASP [33]

>15000

APD3 [35]

>2000

+

NC

NC

-

CAMP [34]

>8000

-

-

NC

NC

YADAMP [36]

>2000

-

-

NC

-

NC: not complete
‘+’: data exists in the database
‘-’: data does not exist in the database
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I used the HC50 and CC50 values reported in DBAASP in order to binarize the data by
labelling entries as toxic and non-toxic. For this purpose, a custom heuristic was applied, where a
peptide is considered toxic if it has an annotation of HC50 and CC50 of up to 250 μg/mL and
nontoxic if the HC50 or CC50 concentration exceeds that. These thresholding values indicate the
ultimate therapeutic index windows that were considered appropriate for creating a labelled
dataset to be used for downstream classification.
In order to retrieve the data from DBAASP, the regular search option in the database website
was used for the purpose of querying the sequences, with selected options:
•

Regular search

•

Full sequence

•

Complexity: Monomer

•

UniProt ID: All

•

Without N or C terminus modification

•

No unusual amino acids

•

Hemolytic and cytotoxic activities: checked

After the sequences were collected from the query result (accessed on 20 March 2020), the
Python API of DBAASP was used to perform peptide card queries, which collected all relevant
information from the database for the peptides into a python pandas data frame [37]. The
hemolysis values were checked throughout for binarizing the data based on the above customdefined thresholds.
In order to automate the process of labelling the collected peptides, the following edge cases
were considered:

13

•

Multiple annotations of a given peptide may be the result of different publications
studying the same peptide for toxicity, or due to multiple reported experiments on that
peptide. In such cases, all the annotations were considered and the peptide was added to
the dataset if all the inferred labels agreed.

•

Under the assumption that toxicity increases proportionally to the concentration of
peptide, whenever there were annotations of toxicity deviating from the typical “50%
(hemo)lysis”, which is common due to the lack of standard for reporting, a linear
extrapolation was performed on the provided concentration. For peptide &, if the
toxicity/lysis level reported were K# (%) for a peptide concentration of O# , the
concentration considered for labelling would be 50O# ⁄K# .

•

Any concentrations expressed in µM were converted to µg/mL by using the peptide
molecular weights, which were queried through the tool ExPASy [38].

To augment the positive set, potentially hemolytic or cytotoxic antimicrobial peptides were
also queried from the SwissProt database, using the following keywords:
•

Hemolysis [KW-0354], Antimicrobial [KW-0929], NOT Neurotoxin [KW-0528], length:
[5 TO 100]

•

Toxin [KW-0800], Antimicrobial [KW-0929], NOT Neurotoxin [KW-0528], NOT Ion
channel impairing toxin [KW-0872], length: [5 TO 100]

After removing any duplicates and restricting the length of peptides to 100 residues, the
remaining dataset comprised 2635 peptides. Peptides labeled as positive (1093) and negative
(1542) are further split into a training set of 873 positive and 1200 negative peptides, and a test
set of 220 positive and 342 negative peptides for downstream training and analysis.

14

2.2

Protein embedding methods
Protein sequence embedding methods are a new approach to approximating fundamental

protein features in a domain-independent manner. The successful application of deep learning
methods into problems like protein structure prediction, functional annotation, and protein
engineering, coupled with the rapidly increasing availability of raw protein sequence data has
inspired us to adapt deep learning language modelling approaches [26, 39] into the protein
representation space. There are few methods for the task, with the most common ones being
SeqVec [27], ProtVec [40], and UniRep [41].

2.2.1

SeqVec embedding representations
SeqVec adapts the ELMo natural language model [26] for protein sequences, and is

available at https://github.com/Rostlab/SeqVec [27]. The model itself is composed of three layers:
a non-contextual CharCNN layer [42], followed by two Bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) layers
(Figure 5). Each layer outputs a single latent vector of length 1024 by default, and the authors refer
to SeqVec (or SeqVec embedding) as the vector sum of all of these hidden layer outputs. The
authors explain that they have adapted the model for protein sequences by training it on UniRef50
[43] for ~3 weeks. In this training process, the model learns internal representations and dynamic
relations of the residues in the context of the proteins, with the goal of correctly predicting the next
amino acid; thus, each protein is treated as a sentence and each residue as a word.
For every sequence in the tAMPer training and test sets, a per protein vector embedding of
length 1024, as well as a per residue matrix embedding 1 ∈ ℝ"×'&12 , where - is the length of the
peptide, was obtained as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5: ELMo-based SeqVec model schematic.
The bottom row represents the input layer to the model. In this case it is a peptide “S E Q W E N C E”, padded with
special <start> and <end> tokens. The CharCNN layer maps each word (or residue) into a 1024-dimensional latent
space. This output is input to the first Bi-LSTM layer (512 LSTM units for each direction, shown to the right), and
an identical second Bi-LSTM layer is stacked on top of the first, taking as input the hidden states of the previous
layer. The forward and backward pass are optimized independently in order to prevent “information leakage”
between the passes, and both directions are trying to correctly predict the next word (residue) in the peptide. Only
the forward direction of the Bi-LSTM layers is depicted for simplicity or representation.

Figure 6: Per protein and per residue embeddings for an example peptide.
The SeqVec model returns the hidden state vectors for all residues across all three layers of the Elmo model,
providing a data structure " ∈ ℝ'×)×*+,- . Summing over the three layers’ outputs, returns a matrix % ∈ ℝ)×*+,- ,
which is interpreted as the SeqVec per residue matrix embedding. Going further and averaging over all residue
vectors the SeqVec per protein embedding is obtained x ∈ ℝ*×*+,- .
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2.3

Classification models
The tAMPer model is an ensemble of five base classifiers. The per protein embedding set

is used to train a Random Forest [44], a Gradient Boosting classifier [45] and a Logistic
Regression model [46], as well as a stacking ensemble model [47] that uses these models in its
first level, and a Logistic Regression model in the second and final level. Additionally, a
sequential Bi-LSTM [48] model was trained on the SeqVec per residue embedding set (Figure
7).

Figure 7: Overview of tAMPer model.
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For a dataset of peptides of length at most 100 residues, the SeqVec model was used to obtain per protein embeddings,
where each peptide was expressed as a length 1024 vector, as well as per residue embeddings, where each amino acid
was embedded into a length 1024 vector. After splitting the data 80/20% into train and test sets, respectively, three
base models and a stacking ensemble were trained on the per protein embeddings, and an LSTM network was trained
on the per residue embeddings of the data. The average prediction score of the five models was taken as the final
output of the ensemble.

2.3.1

Base classifiers
The Random Forest model is composed of 300 estimators with a maximum depth of 15,

while the Gradient Boosting classifier is a model of 100 estimators, with a learning rate of 0.1
and maximum depth of 3. The hyperparameters for these models as well as the third base
classifier (Logistic Regression) were chosen through 6-fold cross validation and exhaustive
search over extensive parameter sets for each model. The scikit 0.20.1 implementations of these
models were utilized for training [49].
2.3.1.1

Random Forest
The model was instantiated with parameters max_depth=15, n_estimators=300. The rest

of the parameters were kept the same as the default package version. This implementation of
random forests fits 300 decision trees on various sub-samples of the dataset, and averages the
trees’ predictions to improve the predictive accuracy. With the default values, it uses
bootstrapping to select a dataset of samples, at most as big as the original dataset used for
training. This enables the different learners to train on similar but not the same sequences,
increasing overall performance of the classifier. Additionally, random forests make use of
random choices when making splitting decisions on the √U of features, where U is the total
number of features in the input dataset. In this case U = 1024, meaning in every split decision of
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the trees in the random forest around 512 features will be selected randomly and used for the
decision. This enables the errors to be more independent for different trees.
2.3.1.2

Gradient Boosting
The model was instantiated with parameters n_estimators=100, learning_rate=0.1,

max_depth=3. The rest of the parameters were kept the same as the default package version. The
main idea of boosting is to add new models to the ensemble sequentially. The gradient boosting
implementation used throughout this work fits 100 regression trees, or weak learners.
More specifically, for a sample peptide embedding vector K# the prediction can be expressed as
VW# = X3 (K# ) = ∑3
45' ℎ4 (K# ), where ℎ4 are estimators or weak learners, and Z = 100. The
purpose of the approach is to consecutively fit a new estimator ℎ4 given the previous ensemble
X4*' in order to minimize a sum of losses [4 : ℎ4 = arg min [4 =
-

arg min ∑"#5' E"__(V# , X4*' (K# ) + ℎ(K# )). In this case, - is the number of samples in the
-

training. An approximation of the loss value in the equation above enables us to write: ℎ4 ≈
arg min ∑"#5' ℎ(K# )a# , where a# is the derivative of the loss evaluated at X4*' . This is minimized
-

when ℎ(K# ) is fitted to predict a value that is proportional to −a# , enabling training via gradient
descent in a functional space. For classification, in order to get probability prediction of the class,
the sigmoid function =(∙) is used. For example, the probability that K# is positive (toxic) is
modelled as $(V# = 1|K# ) = =(X4 (K# )).
2.3.1.3

Logistic Regression
The model was initialized with default parameters. The optimization model tries to
'

.

minimize the cost function min 1 e 8 e + ! ∑"#5' log(h *9! (;! 6(/) + 1). The first term in the
6,/

equation is the E1 regularization term, which is used to control overfitting, ! is the coefficient
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that controls regularization, e is the weight parameter vector that is being learned and 1 is a bias
term.

2.3.2

Stacking ensemble
A popular ensemble method used to improve predictions in machine learning problems is

stacking ensemble. This method combines a range of well-performing classifiers via a meta
classifier or regression method. For the stacking model, the base classifiers described above were
used as level 1 classifiers. First, the training set was split into five folds, and four of the folds are
used to train the three base models and predictions are obtained for the 5th validation holdout set.
After repeating this for the whole train set, all three sets of predictions gradually obtained from
training on 4/5 splits and validating on the remaining splits comprise a new training set for a
second level training of a Logistic Regression model, and the output score of that is considered
as the final prediction of the stacking model. The first level classifiers were trained again on the
whole train set to obtain the test set predictions for evaluation of the performance of this
ensemble. Stacking model training is depicted in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Stacking ensemble model training overview.
(a) The three base models (section 2.3.1) are trained on the SeqVec vector embeddings in the first level of training.
As depicted in (b), this is done by splitting the training set into k-folds and repeatedly training each model on k-1 of
the folds and predicting on the remaining kth fold. The prediction scores from each fold were used to create a new
dataset for the meta classification. Additionally, to obtain the prediction scores for the test set, which are used for
evaluation, the whole training set was used for training on each classifier and the prediction scores were saved for
the downstream model performance evaluation on the test set. (c) The level 2 classifier is a Logistic Regression, and
its predictions are the final stacking model output.

2.3.3

Sequential LSTM model
The LSTM model is built using Keras [50], and it is a composed of a Bi-LSTM layer of

50 units and two Dense layers of size 50 and 10 with “relu” activation and an output layer with
“sigmoid” activation. Keras 2.2.4 with the Tensorflow 1.13.1 backend library was used for
developing the models, making use of the Sequential, Bidirectional, LSTM, Masking, Dense,
Dropout layers internally. A sketch of the model is provided in Figure 9. The Adam optimizer
[51] was used for training, with the mean squared error at the objective loss function. Six-fold
cross validation over a set of hyperparameters was used for tuning these hyperparameters and
deciding the best performing model.
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The input for this LSTM network is the per residue embeddings of the training set as
obtained from SeqVec, with each sequence being represented by a matrix 1 ∈ ℝ'&&×'&12 . A
Masking layer ensures only the relevant residues of these zero-padded matrices are used during
training of the model. The Bi-LSTM layer encodes positional information for both forward and
backward directions. A dropout rate of 0.2 is used for regularization. The hidden state of the last
residue for both directions is concatenated and serves as input to the next layer. This is a fullyconnected layer of 50 units, followed by a fully-connected layer of 10 units, both with ‘relu’
activation, and finally followed by an output layer with ‘sigmoid’ activation.

Figure 9: Overview of the Bi-LSTM sequential model used for prediction.
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2.3.3.1

Bi-LSTM model architecture
A single sequence input for the Bi-LSTM model is a series i = , i > , … , i ? where [ is the

length of the sequence and each i @ is a 1024-dimensional vector of real numbers (F = 1,2 … [).
The Bi-LSTM layer takes these residue embedding vectors as input and encodes positional
information for both the forward and the backward LSTM layers, such that the output vector for
each residue is a concatenation of the forward and backward directions, with a dimension of
U- = 2 × 50 = 100.
An experimentally evaluated dropout rate of 0.2 is applied to the Bi-LSTM layer to allow
regularization during training. The input to the subsequent fully connected layer is the hidden
state of the last residue in the sequence, which we can denote as vector j ∈ ℝA/ . The first fully
connected layer is composed of 50 hidden units, and the vector j is used to optimize parameters
B (') ∈ ℝ$&×A/ , k ∈ ℝ$&×' . The output of this first fully connected layer is calculated through
(')

the transformation V#
(1)

transformation V#

= k B ReLU(B (') ℎ# ); the second fully connected layer performs the input
(')

= lB ReLU(B (1) V# ) with parameters B (1) ∈ ℝ'&×$& , l ∈ ℝ'&×' (note

subscript & refers to an arbitrary node & for any layer); the third layer is a unit sigmoid
(1)

transformation of this output as VW = e B σ(B (C) V# ) with parameters B (C) ∈ ℝ'×'& , e ∈ ℝ'×' .
The bias inputs are implicit for all layers and were not included for brevity.
2.3.3.2

Optimization and loss function
The sequential Bi-LSTM model minimizes the mean squared error loss: ℓ(V, VW) =

'
D

∑D
W)1 . The Adam optimizer [51] with parameters initialized by default as o =
#5'(V − V

0.001, q' = 0.9, q1 = 0.999, s = 10*E was used. A batch size of 10 was used for training, and
the training was stopped after 10 epochs to avoid overfitting. The default Keras parameter
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initializer, the Xavier initializer [52], was used for all layers. In this initializer, a weight matrix
t ∈ ℝA!0 ×A12$ is initialized as: t~v w−

√G
HA!0 (A12$

,+

√G
HA!0 (A12$

x, where v[y, N] is the uniform

distribution in the range [y, N].

2.3.4

Final ensemble
The final prediction score used is the mean of the predictions of the three base models, the

stacking model and the Bi-LSTM model. It can be interpreted as a probability score between [0,1],
and sequences with a prediction score > 0.5 are categorized as toxic, and those with score ≤ 0.5
nontoxic. By the toxic label, we indicate that the peptide has a hemolytic or cytotoxic potential
beyond the set threshold.

2.3.5

Implementation details

All the code for implementing the methods described was written in Python. A custom
Anaconda [53] environment was used, and the packages described below are necessary
dependencies:
•

Python 3.6.9

•

Tensorflow 1.13.1

•

Keras 2.2.4

•

Pytorch 0.4.1

•

Allennlp 0.7.2

•

Biopython 1.76
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2.4

tAMPer ensemble model evaluation

2.4.1

Input representation evaluation
The choice of SeqVec embeddings is evaluated against the baselines of one hot encoding

representation of input, amino acid composition, physicochemical properties, as well as against
the choice of fastText embedding [41] and UniRep embedding [54] representations – two
alternate embedding models. To better understand the benefit of using SeqVec embeddings over
other baseline representations and alternate embedding models, the six-fold cross validation
performance of a VotingClassifier [49] ensemble of the three base models described in Section
2.3.1 is compared against the same ensemble performance when using the same six-folds on the
SeqVec representation input. The class label returned as the output of the VotingClassifier is the
argmax of the sum of predicted probabilities, as the approach used here is “soft” for the
ensemble. A paired Student t-test is used to test the null hypothesis that the metrics obtained by
the six-fold cross validation are not drawn from the same distribution, with a p-value threshold of
0.05.
2.4.1.1

One hot encoding representation
The one hot encoding representation is illustrated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: One hot encoding representation for an example AMP.

As shown in Figure 10, the one hot encoding is a sparse matrix of size 100 × 20, where 100 is
the max length of peptide, and 20 is the amino acid alphabet size. If the peptide has a smaller
number of residues, it is padded by zero-vectors. Whenever the algorithm admits a vector input,
the one hot encoding matrix was flattened to a 2000-dimensional vector. The three base models
and the LSTM model were used to train with the one hot encoding representation, and the
average of the four prediction scores was considered for evaluations.
2.4.1.2

Other baseline compositions
The base models were used to train on the amino acid composition and the

physicochemical features as baseline representations, and they were compared against respective
models trained on the SeqVec embeddings. The stacking model was omitted from these baseline
comparisons for simplicity, while the sequential Bi-LSTM model cannot be used for these input
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baselines as they are not sequential. Similar to above, the “soft” VotingClassifier is used to
obtain the ensemble predictions.
The physicochemical feature representation used as a baseline is depicted in Figure 11.
The features used to describe the sequences merely serve to understand whether there is potential
to distinguish based merely on this different representation.

Figure 11: Physicochemical features as representation of sequences.
Each peptide is represented by the features of hydrophobic moment, hydrophobicity, charge, molecular weight and
isoelectric point.

2.4.1.3

UniRep embedding representation
The UniRep architecture is a sequential model that is based on the mLSTM units [55].

mLSTM units are designed to allow for input-dependent transitions by adding a multiplicative
gate so that the hidden-to-hidden weight matrix is a function of the current input. Thus a “factor
state” is also computed, adjusting the input K+ to the LSTM cell by these multiplicative weights
[55, 56]. The three variations provided by the authors differ in the number of mLSTM units the
model comprises, namely 64, 256 and 1900 units. All three models are trained on the UniRef50
dataset [43], which contains about 24 million sequences, no two of which have a similarity
higher than 50% with each other. Additionally, unlike previous NLP models that use the final
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hidden state (corresponding to the C terminus in our case) as embedding, the UniRep embedding
combines all hidden states by averaging the hidden states of all model units, and thus integrating
long-range dependencies across amino acids. The corresponding embeddings for the three types
of models are vectors of length 64, 256, 1900 for all model architectures.
2.4.1.4

fastText embedding representation
fastText is a fast and scalable NLP framework implementing the skip-gram model, which

is a supervised learning task that learns word representations based on the likelihood that a target
word appears within a context [41]. In order to utilize fastText for embeddings, the fastText skipgram model was trained on the UniRef50 dataset, with every protein treated as a sentence, and
every amino acid as a word, similar to SeqVec mode of training. The result of the training is
ability to represent each of the 20 amino acids as a numerical vector of length 100, h6 ∈ ℝ'&& for
a given amino acid e. The fastText embedding for a sequence is the average of the sequence
residue fastText vectors.

2.4.2

Comparison with state-of-the-art
The performance of tAMPer against other methods in the literature was evaluated using

the metrics of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision, F1 score, and area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve (AUROC). These methods include the comparators HemoPI,
ToxinPred and TOXIFY. Both the benefits of the tAMPer ensemble model over other models, as
well as the choice and curation of dataset for the AMP host toxicity prediction problem were
evaluated thoroughly. For this reason, the tAMPer model trained on tAMPer data (noted as
tAMPer-t) was compared against TOXIFY, HemoPI and ToxinPred methods on the tAMPer test
set. The comparators were evaluated with their original models online. Additionally, as the only
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comparator with availability of re-training, TOXIFY was re-trained on the tAMPer training set.
The predictions of all models on all available test sets were also obtained to better understand the
difference in performances among the models. Further, the tAMPer and TOXIFY models were
also re-trained on the training sets of HemoPI and ToxinPred, and the predictions on their
respective test sets, as well as the tAMPer test set were obtained for a complete and fair
comparison of models and datasets.

2.4.3

Biological relevance of using tAMPer
The significance and usability of the tAMPer method is evaluated by showing the change

in prediction score when highly active AMPs are mutated one amino acid at a time.
In order to illustrate this, heatmaps indicating the tAMPer model score change when single point
mutations were performed on highly active AMPs were plotted. The chosen peptides for this
analysis have been previously reported [57], and a few of these sequences were shown to have
high activity against some WHO “Priority 1” and “Priority 2” pathogens [58], including a multidrug resistant (MDR) strain of Escherichia Coli. The chosen mutants have been shown to be at
least as active as the original peptides in soon to be published work by our lab. Table 3 details
the original and corresponding mutated sequences.

Table 3: Previously reported and tested AMPs and corresponding mutations, where the residues highlighted
in red are the ones that are mutated.
Name

Sequence

Mutated sequence

P2

FFPRVLPLANKFLPTIYCALPKSVGN

FFPRVLRLANKFLPKIYCALPKSVGN

P3

GLLDIIKDTGKTTGILMDTLKCQMTGRCPPSS

GLLDIIKKTGKTTGILMDTLKCCMTGRCPPSS
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P4

GLLDIIKTTGKDFAVKILDNLKCKLAGGCPP

GLLDIIKTTGKDFAVKILDNLKCKLAGGCPK

P5

FFPIIARLAAKVIPSLVCAVTKKC

FFPIIARLAAKVIPSLVCKVTKKC

P6

GLWETIKTTGKSIALNLLDKIKCKIAGGCPP

GLWETIKTTGKKIALNLLDKIKCKIAGGCPP

P11

ALVAKIQKFPVFNTLKLCKLELEII

ALVAKIQKFPVFNTLKLCKLKLRII
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Chapter 3: Results
The following sub-sections describe the results obtained on different evaluations on the
method, including evaluation of the dataset and the ensemble models, as well as the biological
importance of the method.
3.1

Input representation results
The six-fold cross validation results on the same splits for the three base classifiers

ensemble are evaluated against all described input representations described in Section 2.4.1.
The results in Table 4 consistently show that there is a significant increase in the sensitivity, F1score, AUROC and accuracy performance metrics when using the SeqVec embeddings for input
representation, compared to others, as evaluated by a paired Student t-test on each metric based
on a six-fold cross validation of the methods. The metrics of specificity and precision in the case
of the physicochemical feature representation, amino acid composition and one hot encoding
representation, both for the base models’ ensemble, as well as the ensemble with the sequential
model were shown to be better than using SeqVec representations. Further, the only case in
which SeqVec vectors did not improve the sensitivity is when the UniRep-1900 features were
used, and is also the only case that does not exhibit significant increase in F1-score when using
SeqVec embeddings. Notably, the fastText representation was shown to not improve specificity
over SeqVec (Table 4, Figure 12). In Figure 13, it can be observed that the SeqVec
representation has a better performance than the corresponding one hot encoding feature inputs
for the ensemble of the base models, the Bi-LSTM sequential model and the ensemble of these
two, which was taken to be the average score of the prediction of each model. The only
exception is for the specificity and precision metrics (Table 4).
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Table 4: P-values for paired Student t-test of each representation method compared with SeqVec input
representation.
Model (BASE)

Sensitivity

Specificity

Precision

F1 Score

AUROC

Accuracy

Phys-chem

0.0041

0.2232

0.0541

0.0080

0.0094

0.0128

AAcomp

0.0084

0.5423

0.0770

0.0105

0.0121

0.0151

fastText

0.0183

0.1887

0.0428

0.0170

0.0170

0.0181

UniRep-1900

0.1574

0.0262

0.0130

0.0648

0.0492

0.0355

UniRep-256

0.0017

0.0347

0.0059

0.0015

0.0018

0.0021

UniRep-64

0.0009

0.0480

0.0032

0.0003

0.0003

0.0004

OneHot

0.0019

0.3114

0.0553

0.0024

0.0031

0.0049

OneHot (+Bi-LSTM)

0.0062

0.3152

0.0713

0.0034

0.0035

0.0046

All insignificant p-values ≥ 0.05 are indicated in italic.
BASE: The ensemble using VotingClassifier of the three base classifiers described in section 2.3.1.
(+Bi-LSTM): Average of the predictions of the BASE models’ ensemble with the (Bi-)LSTM sequential model
prediction.
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Figure 12: Comparison of all input representations considered using the three base models’ ensemble.
The training set for each representation is used for a 6-fold cross validation training of the base models’ ensemble
(described in section 2.3.1). The SeqVec representation (in red) appears to be performing better than other
representations for the metrics of sensitivity, F1-score, AUROC and accuracy. For these metrics, the closest high
performing representation is UniRep-1900.
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Figure 13: Comparison of SeqVec embedding models with the one hot encoding feature baseline.
The training set for each of the SeqVec and one-hot encoding representation is used for a 6-fold cross validation
training of the base models’ ensemble (base models described in section 2.3.1, VotingClassifier ensemble used and
shown as BASE here), the sequential model (shown as LSTM), and the average of the predictions of the BASE and
LSTM sequential model predictions (shown as LSTM+BASE). The SeqVec representation appears to be performing
better than other representations for the metrics of sensitivity, F1-score, AUROC and accuracy.

3.2

Comparison with the state-of-the-art
The following sections detail the performance of the tAMPer method against other

methods in the literature, both when trained on the tAMPer training set as well as when trained
on the other methods’ training sets.
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Table 5: Overview of training and testing setup for comparisons with existing methods.

Trained on

Predicted on test set of
Train set of

tAMPer

HemoPI

ToxinPred

TOXIFY

tAMPer (-t)

✔

✔

✔

✔

HemoPI (-H)

✔

✔

ToxinPred (-TP)

✔

TOXIFY (-TF)

✔

Figure 16
Figure 17

✔
✔

Figure 18

The table highlight color mapping legend to the right points to the ROC figures related to these combined
performance evaluations.
✔: Trained on train set of and Predicted on test set of evaluation combinations performed.
tAMPer and TOXIFY are trained on tAMPer train set. These models are used for predictions on all available
methods’ test sets (shown in red highlight). tAMPer and TOXIFY are trained on HemoPI, ToxinPred, TOXIFY train
sets. These models are used for predictions on all respective methods’ test sets (shown in yellow highlight). These
models are also used for predictions on the tAMPer test set (shown in blue highlight).

3.2.1
3.2.1.1

Performance comparison setup
HemoPI
The server predictions of HemoPI were used for comparisons

(https://webs.iiitd.edu.in/raghava/hemopi/). Under the “Virtual Screening” tab, the SVM
(HemoPI-2) based model was used for predictions. Additionally, the HemoPI-2 datasets
downloaded from the “Get Datasets” tab were used throughout this work, as they seem more
relevant to our task in terms of the similarity in dataset collection and labelling. The main dataset
was used as a training set and the validation dataset as test set.
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3.2.1.2

ToxinPred
The server predictions of ToxinPred were used for comparisons

(https://webs.iiitd.edu.in/raghava/toxinpred). Under the “Batch Submission” tab, the SVM
(Swiss-Prot) based model, with the default values for the e-value cut-off (10) and the SVM
threshold (0.0) was chosen for performing all predictions. Similarly, we have chosen the SwissProt datasets of this method; Main dataset–1 as the training set and Independent dataset-1 as the
test set. This dataset is more balanced than the alternative, and the best reported model
performance discussed was based on this dataset.
3.2.1.3

TOXIFY
The Github version of this method was used for trainings and predictions

(https://github.com/tijeco/toxify). Under the sequence_data directory, the files under
training_data were used as a training set, and the files under benchmark_data as a test set. Any
duplicate sequences in the training and test sets were removed. We have used the reported best
version parameters for training TOXIFY on the other datasets. These parameters are: learning
rate (-lr) 0.01, -epochs 50, -units 270, -window 0. The max length (-max_len) parameter was
changed from the default 500 used for training on the TOXIFY train set, to 100 for the tAMPer
training set, to 35 for the ToxinPred training set and 100 for HemoPI training set, according to
the maximum length of each set.
3.2.1.4

Additional considerations
To avoid any bias that may arise due to sequences in a test set also belonging to some

training set of a model being used, any such sequences found in the intersections between train
and test were removed from the test sets. For example, when using the HemoPI model to predict
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on the tAMPer test set, any sequences in the tAMPer test set that were used for training the
HemoPI model were omitted from this prediction.
The size of the train and test sets for different methods, including tAMPer, are provided
in Figure 14. Figure 15 displays a box plot view of the length distribution of each of the
methods’ positive and negative training sets. As can be seen in Figure 14, the TOXIFY method
has a very imbalanced training set, and a comparably, counter-intuitively-small test set.
Additionally, the length of the sequences in the positive set is in general smaller than the length
of the sequences in the negative set, which carries in itself a bias that no other method seems to
suffer from (Figure 15).

Figure 14: Size of the train and test sets for the different methods.
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Figure 15: Box plot of the length distribution of the different methods' positive and negative training sets.

3.2.2

tAMPer and TOXIFY trained on tAMPer training set
The performance of tAMPer on the tAMPer test set was compared against all other

available methods, including the re-trained TOXIFY method. To avoid confusion the re-trained
version of TOXIFY on tAMPer data is noted as “TOXIFY-t”, and it is trained with the best
hyperparameters as stated in their paper, while the original model is denoted as “TOXIFY-TF”.
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Table 6: Performance of different models on the tAMPer test set.
Model

Sensitivity

Specificity

Precision

F1 Score

AUROC

Accuracy

HemoPI

0.445

0.640

0.440

0.443

0.545

0.564

ToxinPred

0.038

0.938

0.231

0.065

0.492

0.640

TOXIFY-TF

0.511

0.454

0.342

0.409

0.495

0.474

TOXIFY-t

0.668

0.740

0.623

0.645

0.773

0.712

tAMPer-t

0.755

0.848

0.761

0.758

0.873

0.811

Note: The HemoPI and ToxinPred static server models were used for predictions. The methods tAMPer-t and
TOXIFY-t were trained on the tAMPer training set, indicated by the additional ‘-t’ in their name. The model
TOXIFY-TF is the original (static) TOXIFY model.

Among the original models of the three comparators, HemoPI has the best AUROC and
F1 metrics, and ToxinPred shows a very high specificity (93.8%) but very low sensitivity (3.8%),
which boosts the accuracy to be the best among these models. All metrics were improved for
TOXIFY when re-trained (TOXIFY-TF vs TOXIFY-t). tAMPer (tAMPer-t) outperforms all
original competitor models in all metrics except specificity, with ToxinPred having a 9% higher
specificity. tAMPer achieves the highest accuracy (81.1%), F1 score (75.8%), sensitivity
(75.5%) and AUROC (87.3%), the only closest competitor in each of these metrics being the retrained TOXIFY model, with accuracy (71.2%), F1 score (64.5%), sensitivity (66.8%) and
AUROC (77.3%). In order to provide a better comparison of the classification performance of
these methods, Figure 16 presents a series of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for
the models compared. In these plots the tAMPer and TOXIFY versions trained on to the tAMPer
training set are shown. As illustrated by Figure 16, and Tables Table 7, Table 8, and Table 9
detail the performance of all models shown across all metrics, generally the methods perform
better on their own test sets, and the performance of tAMPer (or tAMPer-t) is only relatively
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good on the HemoPI test set, close across performance metrics with HemoPI itself, and better in
specificity and precision by 7.7% and 3.4% respectively.
Table 7: Performance of all models on the HemoPI test set.
Model

Sensitivity

Specificity

Precision

F1 Score

AUROC

Accuracy

HemoPI

0.736

0.793

0.81

0.771

0.821

0.762

ToxinPred

0.286

0.583

0.426

0.342

0.478

0.429

TOXIFY-t

0.545

0.815

0.779

0.642

0.717

0.668

tAMPer-t

0.591

0.87

0.844

0.695

0.789

0.718

Table 8: Performance of all models on the ToxinPred test set.
Model

Sensitivity

Specificity

Precision

F1 Score

AUROC

Accuracy

HemoPI

0.116

0.822

0.398

0.18

0.357

0.467

ToxinPred

0.328

0.993

0.98

0.491

0.833

0.658

TOXIFY-t

0.374

0.728

0.582

0.456

0.577

0.55

tAMPer-t

0.272

0.711

0.488

0.349

0.524

0.49

Table 9: Performance of all models on the TOXIFY test set.
Model

Sensitivity

Specificity

Precision

F1 Score

AUROC

Accuracy

HemoPI

0.060

0.844

0.516

0.108

0.414

0.268

ToxinPred

0.596

0.75

0.967

0.737

0.705

0.607

TOXIFY-TF

0.838

0.667

0.984

0.905

0.791

0.831

TOXIFY-t

0.386

0.625

0.965

0.551

0.508

0.395

tAMPer-t

0.558

0.5

0.968

0.708

0.583

0.556
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Figure 16: ROC plots performance of different models on the available test sets.
The tAMPer and TOXIFY models are trained on the tAMPer train set. The performance of tAMPer (in red) is best
for the tAMPer test set, and similar in performance to HemoPI for the HemoPI test set, whilc it is no better than
chance in the TOXIFY and ToxinPred test sets.
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3.2.3

tAMPer and TOXIFY trained on other methods’ training sets
tAMPer and TOXIFY were also trained on the training sets of all the other comparator

methods (TOXIFY, HemoPI and ToxinPred).

Table 10: Performance of models on the test sets of the methods whose training sets were used for training.
Model

Sensitivity

Specificity

Precision

F1 Score

AUROC

Accuracy

0.736

0.793

0.81

0.771

0.821

0.762

TOXIFY-H

0.718

0.739

0.767

0.742

0.768

0.728

tAMPer-Ha

0.836

0.707

0.773

0.803

0.888

0.777

0.328

0.993

0.98

0.491

0.833

0.658

TOXIFY-TP

0.364

0.946

0.873

0.514

0.764

0.653

b

tAMPer-TP

0.368

0.963

0.91

0.524

0.826

0.663

TOXIFY-TFc

0.838

0.667

0.984

0.905

0.791

0.831

0.937

0.333

0.972

0.954

0.807

0.913

HemoPIa
a

b

ToxinPred

b

c

tAMPer-TF

Note: Model names ending with ‘-H’ are trained on HemoPI training set, with ‘-TP’ trained on ToxinPred train set
and with ‘-TF’ trained on TOXIFY train set.
a: Predictions on the HemoPI test set
b: Predictions on the ToxinPred test set
c: Predictions on the TOXIFY test set

Table 10 displays the result metrics of predictions of the re-trained models alongside the
originals on the original models’ test sets. In all cases the re-trained tAMPer model offers higher
sensitivity, F1 score and accuracy than the original model or the re-trained TOXIFY model. The
AUROC is also similarly improved for the HemoPI and TOXIFY predictions and it is slightly
lower (tAMPer-TP AUROC 82.6%) than the ToxinPred AUROC (83.3%) on the ToxinPred test
set. Figure 17 displays the ROC curves of the retrained tAMPer and TOXIFY models as well as
the HemoPI and ToxinPred model performances on the competitors’ test sets. Re-trained
tAMPer performs similar to or better than the original methods, and better than re-trained
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TOXIFY in all predictions. All these re-trained models were also used for prediction on the
tAMPer test set. The ROC is provided in Figure 18. As it is clear from Figure 18 and Table 11,
none of the re-trained models can achieve a high performance on the tAMPer test set, and all the
re-trained models perform as good as chance or slightly better on this test data.

Figure 17: ROC plots performance of re-trained and static models on the test sets of the different methods.
The performance of the re-trained tAMPer models (in red) is better than or similar to the performances of the
respective methods whose training sets are used for re-training. The re-trained TOXIFY models perform worse than
the re-trained tAMPer or the original methods of HemoPI and ToxinPred in their respective test sets.
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Figure 18: ROC plot of performance of all re-trained TOXIFY and tAMPer models on the tAMPer test set.
The re-trained tAMPer and TOXIFY models do not perform well on the tAMPer test set, which alludes to the fact
that the datasets used for the training of the other methods cannot learn enough to make predictions of high accuracy
about the tAMPer dataset.

Table 11: Performance of all re-trained tAMPer and TOXIFY models on the tAMPer test set.
Model

Sensitivity

Specificity

Precision

F1 Score

AUROC

Accuracy

HemoPI*

0.445

0.640

0.440

0.443

0.545

0.564

ToxinPred*

0.038

0.938

0.231

0.065

0.492

0.640

TOXIFY-TF

0.511

0.454

0.342

0.409

0.495

0.474

TOXIFY-TP

0.138

0.898

0.408

0.206

0.476

0.641

TOXIFY-H

0.607

0.557

0.466

0.527

0.608

0.576

TOXIFY-t*

0.668

0.740

0.623

0.645

0.773

0.712

tAMPer-H

0.654

0.567

0.49

0.561

0.652

0.601

tAMPer-TF

0.667

0.251

0.331

0.442

0.470

0.399
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tAMPer-TP

0.062

0.958

0.429

0.108

0.504

0.655

tAMPer-t*

0.755

0.848

0.761

0.758

0.873

0.811

3.3

Biological relevance of using tAMPer
Figure 19 illustrates the P2_WT sequence heatmap indicating the deviation of the score

of the mutated peptides, with the increasing red colour intensity meaning the new mutated
peptide has a higher toxicity prediction score, and increasing blue colour intensity meaning the
new mutated peptide is less toxic than the original AMP. This display allows us to draw ideas
about what are the best ways to mutate sequences by visualizing score change patterns.
Horizontal patterns indicate the benefits or disadvantages of using an amino acid, and vertical
patterns offer insight into the key positions in a peptide, with consistent changes in mutations’
scores indicating importance of the position or residue for the overall toxicity of the peptide.
Since the y-axis in these heatmap plots indicates the 20 amino acids in decreasing order of
hydrophilicity based on the Hopp and Woods scale [59], from Figure 20 we can observe that
using the less hydrophilic residues in single point mutations creates more toxic sequences than
single point mutations using the polar and more hydrophilic residues. Additionally, a row-wise
observation into Figure 20 suggests that using proline (P) for single point substitutions generally
decreases the toxicity score (Figure 23, Figure 24, Figure 25), while tryptophan (W) substitutions
generally increase the toxicity score (Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23, Figure 26). At the same
time, mutating this amino acid in a sequence (Figure 25) decreases the toxicity score. A similar
observation holds for proline (P) substitutions in a sequence (Figure 21, Figure 23, Figure 25,
Figure 26), where the prediction score generally increases if proline is substituted. Sequencewise, it can be noted than single point mutations in N terminus of the sequence makes them less
toxic (Figure 22, Figure 23, Figure 25). Notably, the sequences that exhibit this pattern have
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hydrophobic residues in the N terminus, and hydrophilic in the C terminus. Additionally, some
insight into the structural configurations and toxicity can be obtained from the observation that
there are clearly repeating score increases and decreases along some sequences, alluding the
presence of | helix structures in the sequence, which can be confirmed with the SABLE
secondary structure predictions [60] in the figures (Figure 24, Figure 26). These figures suggest
that substitutions on the hydrophobic side of | helices decrease the toxicity of the peptide.
It has been suggested that increasing levels of hydrophobicity are associated with
mammalian cell toxicity, in addition to increased activity against microbial targets due to
increased membrane lysis [7, 61-63]. These increased toxicity observations due to hydrophobic
amino acid substitutions are also reflected in the presented heatmaps, highlighting the utility of
the tAMPer method for AMP toxicity prediction. However, these results remain to be validated.
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Figure 19: Example heatmap of P2_WT for showing biological significance of tAMPer.
(a) The y-axis lists the 20 amino acids, ordered based on decreasing hydrophilicity according to the Hopp and
Woods scale [59]. The “x” symbol annotates tAMPer scores that are > 0.5. The colorbar legend also describes the
name of the peptide, as well as the peptide tAMPer score. At the top x-axis, the SABLE [60] secondary structure
prediction is depicted, with SABLE reference legend provided in part (b).
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Figure 20: All WT AMP heatmaps (in order left to right, top to bottom, as P2-P6, P11).
The most common pattern discernible from these heatmaps is that performing single amino acid mutations using hydrophobic residues increases the prediction
score of tAMPer. Similarly, when hydrophobic residues are substituted with more hydrophilic residues in the peptides, the tAMPer score tends to decrease.
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Figure 21: Heatmap for P2_WT and P2_M1.

Figure 22: Heatmap for P3_WT and P3_M1.
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Figure 23: Heatmap for P4_WT and P4_M1.

Figure 24: Heatmap for P5_WT and P5_M1.
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Figure 25: Heatmap for P6_WT and P6_M1.

Figure 26: Heatmap for P11_WT and P11_M1.
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3.4

tAMPer ensemble score interpretation
The tAMPer ensemble prediction score was plotted against the XX50 concentration of the

sequences, as available and collected by the database DBAASP v.2 in Figure 27. A Pearson
correlation test indicates there is negative correlation with a p-value of 0.01176. This allows the
interpretation that a higher tAMPer score is likely indicative of increased host toxicity.

Figure 27: Toxicity concentration (uM, log scale) vs. tAMPer ensemble score.
The regression line implements a linear model fit to the underlying scatterplot data.
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Chapter 4: Discussion
tAMPer is a machine learning model for predicting host toxicity of antimicrobial
peptides. It achieves a better performance than comparator methods in the literature, and
characterizes AMP host toxicity through its prediction score. The data collection and curation
steps lead to a dataset that provides a challenge for existing approaches on protein toxicity, both
when performing static model predictions, as in the case of HemoPI and ToxinPred, and when
re-training existing models (TOXIFY). tAMPer outperforms existing methods of protein toxicity
classification, and achieves similar or better performance than these methods when trained and
evaluated on their training and test sets.
The biological utility of tAMPer, demonstrated through single and ≤ 3 amino acid
mutations, would present its value for potential use in a large AMP mining and validation study,
where filtering of sequences of undesired properties is crucial to the downstream operations due
to reduced cost, time and effort. Additionally, tAMPer can be used for designing peptides of
desired tentative toxicity by mutating existing active AMPs based on the prediction score
outputs, e.g. greedily mutating residues for increased activity and decreased host toxicity. The
agreement of the score changes due to the single amino substitutions to the existing literature
about hydrophobicity in peptides provides some confirmation that this is a valid approach for
mutations. Further, the negative correlation of the tAMPer score to concentration can serve as a
proxy for mammalian cell toxicity concentration predictions. Existing methods were shown to
perform worse in predicting tAMPer test data peptide labels, so its potential for direct application
to AMPs makes the method unique in the field.
Limitations of the tAMPer approach arise from the currently lacking standard in both
toxicity experimentation and reporting, and this could well mean that the curated data is biased.
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Secondly, tAMPer is currently not capable of distinguishing the kind of host toxicity the peptide
may induce, i.e. whether the peptide may be hemolytic or cytotoxic against some specific cell
line. However, no other method is capable of such host toxicity prediction. And thirdly, the lack
of abundant data for training is definitely a setback in the approach, though it is expected as the
experimental toxicity data is still not very large. The extensive use of ensemble approaches is
aimed at bettering predictions by considering many independent learners, as is the employment
of SeqVec embeddings aimed at overcoming the small sample size of the data. As more data
becomes available, there ought to be room for improvements in tAMPer host toxicity
predictions.
In this thesis, I have presented the work on an ensemble model for AMP host toxicity
prediction, which has fulfilled the objective of achieving better performance than the current
state-of-the-art methods on a unique curated dataset of AMPs. I foresee that tAMPer would be
used by many researchers that study antimicrobial peptides and AMP host toxicity.
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